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Light scattering limits the penetration depth of non-invasive Raman spectroscopy in biological
media. While safe levels of irradiation may be adequate to analyze superficial tissue, scattering
of the pump beam reduces the Raman signal to undetectable levels deeper within the tissue.
Here we demonstrate how wavefront shaping techniques can significantly increase the Raman
signal at depth, while keeping the total irradiance constant, thus increasing the amount of Ra-
man signal available for detection. © 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the
OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. INTRODUCTION
Raman spectroscopy enables label-free identification of chemical
composition [1, 2]. This is particularly useful for investigating
living biological tissues, where the unique rotational and vibra-
tional modes of organic molecules allow non-invasive detection
of physiologically important and disease specific bio-analytes [3].
However, since the spontaneous Raman signal is directly propor-
tional to the pump intensity that decreases rapidly with depth
in diffusive media due to multiple-scattering, this limits how
far into the tissue a specific molecular target can be detected.
Innovative illumination and detection geometries may improve
the signal level [4]; however, the amount of light that can reach
the target remains a fundamental limit. This effectively confines
Raman spectroscopy to surface studies of scattering tissue [5–7].
Although multiple scattering of light in disordered media
can appear random, the underlying physics is completely de-
terministic and relatively well understood [8]. In recent years,
wavefront shaping techniques have emerged as a way to manip-
ulate waves, even through strongly scattering media [9, 10]. In
particular, wavefront shaping allows the focusing of light at a
specific target inside a scattering medium [11]. This makes it
possible to concentrate the pump on the Raman active material,
even when it is buried deep inside a tissue [12]. The limit of this
approach is that wavefront shaping in an unknown multiply
scattering structure is typically achieved iteratively, using the
signal as a feedback and gradually improving it [13]. As the
Raman signal is generally weak, an adequate signal-to-noise
ratio requires long integration times. The necessity to repeat
the measurement many times makes this approach slow and
limits the maximum enhancement achievable. In particular the
pioneering work by Thompson et al. achieved an increase of the
detected Raman signal by approximately 25%, but required at
least 10-20 times the time of a single Raman measurement [12].
Additionally, these approaches are only useful when there is an
initial detectable Raman signal, not addressing the problem of
blind sensing in scattering media.
In this article we show that wavefront-shaping the pump
beam to maximize its penetration depth can overcome the two
main limitations of techniques based on light focusing: speed,
and compatibility with blind sensing. Given that in this case the
feedback is provided by the pump and not the Raman signal,
there is no need for prior knowledge of Raman elements. At the
same time, due to the much larger intensity of the pump with
respect to the Raman signal, the integration time in the detector
can be much shorter. This enables full optimization on a much
shorter timescale than the typical Raman measurement [14]. We
experimentally show an enhancement of approximately 50%
through a scattering layer with optical density of ∼ 48, and
study how the achievable enhancement in depth depends on the
target position and the wavefront shaping quality.
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2. PUMP ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND RAMAN SIGNAL
GENERATION
The propagation of light intensity in a scattering medium can be
described by the diffusion equation:
dI
dt
= D∇2 I + S, (1)
where S is the source term and D is the diffusion coefficient [8].
For a source not varying in time and a slab geometry, the steady-
state solution for a point source (or Green’s function) is given
by:
g(z, zj) =
I0
D
(
(z+ ze1)(L+ ze2 − zj)
L+ ze2 + ze1
+ (zj − z)H(z− zj)
)
,
(2)
where I0 is the total intensity of the pump, L is the thickness of
the slab, zj is the injection length, representing the position of
the point source, typically on the order of the transport mean
free path of the scattering media `t, and H is the Heaviside step
function. In order to obtain Eq. 2 it is also necessary to set the
boundary conditions. By imposing the conservation of energy
fluxes in the medium one obtains Robin boundary conditions,
which can be recast as I = 0 at a distance from the edge of the
sample (the extrapolation lengths ze1 and ze2) [15].
The intensity profile I(z) inside the diffusive slab is then
given by the convolution of g with the source S. There are
two source functions that are relevant to the problem we are
investigating: an exponentially decaying source S(z) = e−z/zj
due to the exponential decay of ballistic intensity as propagating
through the medium (following Lambert-Beer law), and a point
source S(z) = δ(z− zj), representing the diffusion process of an
element originated at a specific position zj. The intensity of the
pump is well described by the exponentially decaying source
(blue curve in Fig. 1a, whereas the intensity originated by a point
Raman element, is better described by the point source (Fig. 1b).
As energy conservation must hold under the assumption of
non-absorbing media, a larger T comes from a smaller fraction
of reflected light R, which implies an increase in the intensity
inside the medium, and therefore a larger pump penetration
depth. This suggests that, if the total amount of transmitted
light can be increased, the amount of pump light reaching the
Raman active material embedded in the medium should increase
proportionally, as would the generated Raman signal.
Interestingly, the diffusion approximation used to describe
light propagation in scattering media does not take into account
the fact that light is a wave. However, the multiply scattered
light paths inside a disordered medium can interfere, giving rise
to a large number of effects, from speckle correlations [16, 17],
the coherent backscattering cone [18, 19], to the presence of open
and closed channels [20]. This last effect is particularly important
here, as it means that, with the right incident wavefront, it is
possible to transmit all the incident light through a scattering
medium [21]. In contrast to what one might expect, maximizing
the total transmission does not mean that the light traverses the
sample unhindered. On the contrary, the mode with the highest
transmission is also one that accumulates a large amount of
energy inside the sample [22, 23], and the energy distribution
takes an approximately cosine shape (green curve in Fig. 1a),
with a maximum at the center [24].
As shown in Fig. 1a, the diffusion approximation and the
open channels represent the worst and best case scenarios, re-
spectively. The diffusion solution in a uniform slab (blue curve)
Fig. 1. a) Normalized intensity distribution of the pump light when the beam is not optimized
(blue) and when all the incident energy is optimized and coupled to the fundamental solution
of the diffusion equation (green). b) Intensity distribution of a point Raman element placed at
position zR = 10. c) Raman scattered light in transmission of a target at position zR/`, when
the beam is optimized (orange) and when it is not optimized (purple). d) Raman scattered
light in reflection of a target at position zR/`, when the beam is optimized (orange) and when
it is not optimized (purple). These results correspond to the solution to diffusion equation for
a scattering medium with the same parameters than our experimental sample, described in
Section 3.
has a maximum at roughly one transport mean free path of
depth, but then decreases rapidly with depth, meaning that not
much light is able to reach the deepest parts of the medium. In
contrast, if one could perform perfect wavefront shaping and
couple to an open channel (green curve), the pump distribution
would be symmetric and have a maximum at the center. This is
a particularly interesting feature, given that when the element
to detect is in the central regions of the sample, the pump inten-
sity is generally minimal, and consequently it becomes much
more difficult to detect Raman signal from there [25]. Realis-
tic or experimental wavefront shaping will produce an inter-
mediate distribution between the open channel and diffusive
extremes [23].
Once the pump reaches the Raman-active material, the Ra-
man signal is generated and propagates diffusively to the exit
of the sample. For simplicity we assume that the Raman sig-
nal is generated by a point source at position zR, resulting in a
distribution of the Raman signal given by Eq. 2 with zj = zR
(Fig. 1b). The total amount of diffused light intensity that ex-
its the medium is given by its gradient at the interface (Fick’s
law [26]), so we can define T and R as the intensity coming out
from the transmission and reflection side of the slab respectively
(normalized to the incident intensity), as [8, 27]:
T = −D
I0
dI(z)
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=L
and R =
D
I0
dI(z)
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=0
. (3)
Using Eq. 3 we can then calculate the total amount of diffuse
Raman signal that can be collected in transmission (RT) and in
reflection (RR) as a function of zR when the different pumps are
considered (Fig. 1c-d). As seen in Fig. 1c-d, if the Raman active
material is very close to the surface of the material there is no
real advantage from the wavefront shaping approach. On the
other hand, for depths larger than a few transport mean free
paths, we expect a significantly higher signal if we wavefront-
shape the pump light to maximize transmission, particularly for
centered elements.
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3. WAVEFRONT SHAPING OF THE PUMP FOR MAXI-
MAL TRANSMISSION
Despite the great interest and efforts put towards fully transmit-
ting the incident light through scattering media (or coupling to
their open channels), it has not been possible to experimentally
achieve it so far, although substantial increase in the transmitted
light has been reported [27–30]. The main factor preventing
the experimental coupling of light to the open channels is the
limited control of degrees of freedom of the medium [31], which
makes the singular values of the transmission matrix follow the
Marchenko-Pastur distribution, typical of uncorrelated matrix
elements.
The total number of degrees of freedom at the entrance of
the sample can be well approximated by the number of diffrac-
tion limited spots contained in the illumination area (A), such
that: N ∝ 2piA
λ2
, where λ is the wavelength of the illumination
source [30]. In our experimental case, the radius of the illu-
minated spot at the entrance of the sample is R = 22 µm and
λ = 785 nm, which makes N ≈ 15500. However, due to the lim-
ited degrees of control segments of the spatial light modulator,
the number of controlled degrees of freedom at the entrance of
the sample is NC = 3520. Following from the Marchenko-Pastur
distribution [31] the optimal enhancement in total transmission
that can be achieved is given by [32]:〈
Top
Tin
〉
=
(
1 +
√
NC
M
)2
(4)
where M is the number of degrees of freedom at the output of
the sample (in the output illuminated area). Assuming light
diffusion at approximately 45◦, the number of modes M for our
sample (see Section 4), is approximately 80000 at the output of
the sample. We can thus expect to increase the total transmission
by a factor of 1.46.
4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The pump laser
(1 W MOPA, Innovative Photonic Solutions) has its central wave-
length in the near infrared λ = 785 nm, to achieve larger pene-
tration depth in biological tissue. The wavelength region that
allows maximal penetration in the optical regime is roughly
between 700 and 900 nm [33, 34] where the absorption band of
water has a broad dip. The pump laser is incident on a Digital
Micromirror Device (DLP 9500, Texas Instruments) spatial light
modulator (SLM) that iteratively adapts the phase profile of the
wavefront. The modulated wavefront is focused on the sample
by a microscope objective (NA=0.9, 100x, dry, Leica), achieving
a spot size of 44± 12 µm in diameter. A photo-diode collects
the total transmitted light (mainly from the pump) and utilizes
it as feedback for an iterative algorithm controlling the SLM
(see Supplement 2 for a detailed description of the algorithm).
The backscattered Raman signal is filtered by a dichroic mir-
ror (LPD02-785RU, Semrock), together with a long pass filter
(LP02-785RU-25, Semrock). After the filtering phase, the Raman
light is directed onto a spectrometer (Holospec 1.8i, Kaiser op-
tical) equipped with a high dispersion grating (864 mm, Kaiser
Optical) and a NIR CCD detector (Andor iDus 420, Oxford In-
struments). The estimated spectral resolution of the system is
1.08 cm−1 with a 25 µm slit, measured with a calibration atomic
line source.
The sample was made of two different materials, a highly
scattering layer of anatase TiO2 (Fisher Scientific UK) of thick-
Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to increase total transmission through a
scattering medium whilst the Raman spectra is collected in reflection. Red arrows represent
the pump light at 785 nm and the purple arrow represents the longer wavelengths generated
due to the spontaneous Raman scattered light.
Fig. 3. Normalized Raman spectra of the different materials of the sample: a) Anatase TiO2
spectrum, with three main peaks at 396 ,512 and631 cm−1 b) Calcium Hydroxyapatite (HAP)
with the main peak at 960 cm−1 and c) the collected spectrum of the combined sample of TiO2
and HAP, where we can see a strong signal coming from the first layer of TiO2 and a weak
peak coming from the inner HAP at 960 cm−1 , magnified in the inset. The broad contribution
around 1500 cm−1 is due to the fluorescence of the microscope cover slide.
ness L = 29± 2 µm and a second layer of Calcium Hydroxya-
patite (HAP) with a thickness of 120± 10 µm (Sigma Aldrich
UK). The layer of TiO2 was chosen because it is a highly scat-
tering material with very little absorption, which allows us
obtain large optical densities with small thicknesses, in this
case OD = L/`t ∼ 29/0.6 ∼ 48, comparable to thicknesses of
∼ 5 cm [33, 34] in fatty biological media, where the transport
mean free path is ∼ 1 mm (the effect of a thicker sample is con-
sidered in the Discussion section). In this article we consider
only non-absorbing scattering media; a generalization to absorb-
ing media would modify Eq. 2 introducing an exponential decay
of the intensity from the source origin, and would change the
shape of the intensity distribution of the open channels [35], but
would not change the physics of the problem. HAP is a calcium
phosphate mineral similar to that found in many hard tissues,
and of interest for various biomedical applications [36], for in-
stance as a marker to detect calcifications in breast tissue [5].
Fig. 3 shows the Raman spectra for the anatase TiO2 and HAP
materials (panels a and b), and panel c shows the combined
spectra collected by the spectrometer in the experimental reflec-
tion configuration, where we can see the reduced peak from
HAP at around 960 cm−1, attenuated by the TiO2 layer. The
spectra were acquired in 5 accumulations of 10 seconds for each
acquisition. The laser power incident on the sample was mea-
sured to be 9.7± 0.1 mW. After removing the offset intensity
from the detector, the recorded Raman spectra were imported
to Mathematica for data post-processing, primarily consisting
of background subtraction (third order polynomial). After back-
ground subtraction we performed a Lorentzian fit to the peak
of interest and normalized the values for simplicity, as shown
in Fig. 4. In order to evaluate the increase in the Raman peak of
interest, we compare the integrated area under the peak for the
optimized and non-optimized wavefronts.
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Fig. 4. a) Normalized spectral data points of the HAP peak collected in reflection before (red)
and after (green) the wavefront optimization. Dots represent the experimental data and the
solid lines, the Lorentzian fits to the data. The data in the figure corresponds to an enhance-
ment in the Raman signal of 41%, which was achieved with an increase in total transmission
of 39%. b) Increase of the Raman signal against the increase in the total pump transmission.
It is possible to see how the data points follow a linear trend (in green) with a slope of 1.07 ±
0.12.
5. RESULTS
Using iterative wavefront shaping techniques we increased the
total transmission of the pump light through the scattering
medium by a factor 1.40± 0.3. In Fig. 4a we show the Raman sig-
nal intensity corresponding to the main peak of the subsurface
HAP layer, before (red) and after the wavefront optimization
(green). The dots represent the experimental data and the solid
line curves are Lorentzian fits to the data. It can be seen that the
optimization in the pump wavefront results in a 40% stronger
Raman scattering signal.
Both the TiO2 and the HAP layers are composed by a scatter-
ing powder, but since the two refractive indices are very different
(nTiO2 ' 2.26, nHAP ' 1.6) most of the scattering is coming from
the TiO2 layer, and when optimizing the total transmission we
are increasing the pump intensity in both layers. As the sponta-
neous Raman signal is proportional to the pump intensity [37],
we expect the increase in the Raman signal collected from the
HAP layer to be roughly linear with the increase in the total
transmission. In Fig. 4b we show the relationship between the
increase in total transmission of the pump and the increase in
the intensity of the collected Raman signal, for different values
of the optimization. The best fit model follows a linear curve of
slope 1.07± 0.12, showing that to a very good approximation
the increase in pump transmission is linear with the increase in
the collected Raman intensity.
A. Estimated increase in penetration depth
Increasing the amount of generated Raman signal means that
one can detect samples from deeper into a scattering medium.
To quantify how much, we assume that a Raman active medium
at a depth zR produces an acceptable signal to noise ratio, and
normalize to 1 the intensity of the signal produced, which will
then diffuse, exit the scattering slab, and reach our detector
(blue dashed curve in Fig. 5a,c. If wavefront shaping of the
pump enhances the Raman light produced by a factor β the
active medium can be at a deeper position z0R and still produce
the same amount of measurable signal (green solid curve in
Fig. 5a,c).
In order to generate the same output Raman signal, according
to Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 the two distributions of intensity need to
have the same gradient at the edges of the sample (z = L in
transmission, as in Fig. 5a and z = 0 in reflection, as in Fig. 5c.
Calling d =
∣∣zOR − zR∣∣ we obtain
I(zR)
DsL
=
βI(zR − d)
DsL + d
, (5)
Fig. 5. a) Intensity distributions of Raman elements at two different positions giving rise to
the same forward emission. The dashed blue curve represents the intensity distribution of a
Raman element excited with a non-optimized pump at position zR . The green curve repre-
sents the intensity distribution of a Raman element at a position zOR excited with an optimized
pump (with 1.5 times higher intensity), farther away from the back-surface (L = 29µm), yet
resulting in the same forward emission. b) Normalized increase in the distance at which an
optimized Raman element would give rise to the same forward emission as a non-optimized
one, dependent on the position of the Raman element (zR). Note that the vertical axis is in log-
arithmic scale. c) Intensity distribution of the optimized and non-optimized Raman elements
resulting in the same backward emission. d) Normalized increase in the distance at which
the optimized Raman element should be in order to give the same backwards emission as the
non-optimized emission.
where DsL = L− zR + ze2 and DsOL = L− zOR + ze2.
Solving Eq. 5 for the distance d, we obtain that the extra
distance at which a Raman element with the optimized intensity
can be placed to generate the same measurable signal is given
by:
d(zR) =
−1
2β
(
−βG(zR) + C(zR)DsL(zR)
)
+
1
2β
√(
βG(zR)− C(zR)DsL(zR)
)2
− 4β(C(zR)(1− β))
(6)
where G(zR) = −L+ ze1 − ze2 + 2zR and C(zR) = (zR + ze1) ·
(L+ ze2 − zR).
In Fig. 5b we plot (on logarithmic scale) the normalized in-
crease in the distance to the output surface ( d(zR)L−zR ), achieved by
the extra pump intensity as a function of zR. It is interesting to
note that when the Raman element is around the central region
of the sample, which is, by conventional approaches, the least
accessible region [25], the optimized pump is capable of achiev-
ing an extra penetration depth between 30 and 100%. Fig. 5d
represents the equivalent case to Fig. 5b but when considering
the Raman intensity collected in a reflection geometry, which
leads to a very similar result.
6. DISCUSSION
The technique presented and demonstrated in this work allows
to increase the amount of pump energy density inside a scat-
tering medium, thus increasing the amount of Raman signal
produced by a sample buried deep inside it, without increasing
the incident flux. As the optimization is done on the pump, in-
stead of the Raman signal, this process can take a much shorter
time than the measurement of the Raman signal itself, and can be
in principle fast enough to be performed on living samples [14].
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The transmission geometry used here was chosen for simplic-
ity; however, there is no fundamental problem that prevents
to use the more common epi geometry, or even combining this
technique with spatially offset Raman spectroscopy [4, 5]. The
main practical limitation of this approach is that the maximum
enhancement of the Raman signal that can be obtained decreases
with the thickness of the sample. In fact, M is proportional to
the illuminated area A ∝ L2. Whilst the number of controlled el-
ements NC is limited by the spatial light modulator, M increases
with the thickness and the total enhancement in total transmis-
sion decreases, given by Eq. 4. When M >> NC Eq. 4 scales
as approximately 1 + 2
√
NC/M. The decrease in the maximum
enhancement can be counterbalanced by increasing the number
of input modes, NC, that is optimized.
Both the derivations and the experiments presented here as-
sume a negligible absorption. If this is not the case it becomes
even more difficult to detect a signal coming from the middle
of the system if no wavefront shaping is used [25, 38], but it is
nevertheless still possible to optimize the pump signal to en-
hance the amount of energy inside the scattering slab, given that
this approach is only based on the modification of the elastically
scattered light.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the signal coming from a Raman active ma-
terial buried deep inside a scattering medium can be enhanced
by maximizing the total pump transmission via wavefront shap-
ing. This is due to the fact that higher transmission modes store
more energy inside the scattering medium than modes with
low transmission [22]. By performing the wavefront shaping
on the pump instead of the Raman signal, the process can be
completed on a timescale much shorter than the Raman signal
measurement itself [14]. We experimentally shown a ∼ 48%
increase of the Raman signal in a well controlled and character-
ized system (∼ 30µm thick TiO2 layer with OD ∼ 50 hiding a
HAP sample). These results show the potential of wavefront
shaping techniques for enhancing the sensitivity of detection
for biomedical applications such as the measurement of breast
calcifications and bone quality using deep Raman approaches.
We expect that this approach can enable even deeper readout
of surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) labeled nanopar-
ticles and surface enhanced spatial offset Raman spectroscopy
(SESORS) [39].
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